Idaho Comprehensive Literacy Course Standards I-IV
Course Syllabus

Course Description
The course consists of six modules which are all self-paced. Through the completion of each module, educators will learn/review best practices of instruction and assessment in literacy as related to current research. The first module contains introductory and background material. The four modules aligned to the Idaho Comprehensive Literacy Standards each have an instructional section and an assessment. Each module must be completed before the next module is accessible. Instructional material must be completed for each module before the assessment is available. Each assessment must be passed at a 75% or higher (retakes allowed).

Course Modules
1. Introduction
2. Standard I: Foundational Literacy Concepts
   - Standard Assessment I
   - Standard Assessment II
4. Standard III: Assessment
   - Standard Assessment III
5. Standard IV: Writing Process
   - Standard Assessment IV
6. Conclusion

Grading
Each assessment must be passed at a 75% or higher (retakes allowed).

Format
This is a self-paced, asynchronous (no required live meetings) course. Throughout the PD course, you will find it helpful to take notes along the way to assist with the assessments.